Expressions Arts & Entertainment Centre

Venue Hire

Welcome
EXPRESSIONS WHIRINAKI ARTS &

door to H20 Xtream and beside the

ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE is an exquisitely modern

Council Buildings/Library. We are just 30

building in the Wellington Region and is a truly

minutes from Wellington at 836 Fergusson Drive,

spectacular venue for a memorable daytime or

Upper Hutt. We are also a five minute walk from

evening event. With its spacious and dramatic foyer

Upper Hutt railway station, and on the main bus route.

bounded by a glass façade, galleries with a stunning
range of exhibitions, a state of the art theatre, and
a huge recreation hall, Expressions is adaptable for
any event.

CAR PARKING
There is a public carpark behind Expressions, with
space for up to 180 vehicles. Some are all day and
some have two hour parking limits.

Our impressive spaces have been designed to be
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UPPER HUTT i-SITE

Whether you’re holding a conference, a public

Expressions Whirinaki is also the home of the Upper

meeting, providing corporate training, hosting

Hutt i-SITE. This means that we can help you with

a business dinner or giving a presentation,

any transport, accommodation or leisure activities

Expressions can meet your needs. Ask us how

associated with your event. If you need a group

we can help you host a memorable event.

accommodation booking…let us do it for you. Have a

OUR TEAM
We have a dedicated and passionate team who will

free afternoon put aside as part of conference?
Let us direct you to what the Hutt Valley has to offer.

make your event the best it can be. With creative

BOOKING

flare and logistic insights we are here to meet your

To enquire about venue availability and arrange a

needs and take care of all the details.

site visit, please call or email.

THE LOCATION
Expressions Whirinaki is situated in the heart of the

Phone: 05 527 2168
bookings@expressions.org.nz

Upper Hutt’s civic and cultural precinct, right next
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Gibbs Sculpture Court
Gibbs Sculpture Court is an indoor/outdoor function
area, and the gathering area for entry to The Gillies
Group Theatre. It also houses a changing exhibition
of contemporary New Zealand Sculpture.
The courtyard can be hired separately or together
as part of a theatre event and is perfect for small to
medium sized events such as cocktail parties, after
work functions, intimate dinners, presentations or
weddings. With fantastic indoor and outdoor flow and
views across Upper Hutt this is a wonderful venue
with a difference.
Capacity
60 people, informal standing
Facilities and equipment available
•

Café style tables and chairs

•

Trestle tables as required

Rates
$60 per hour

Gibbs Court is sponsored by the Gibbs Family Trust.
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Our on-site caterers Limelight Café are our
preferred suppliers and offer several catering
options, with exquisite food at adorable prices.
Their professional in-house catering team, from the
renowned Silverstream Retreat can cater for any
group requirements. Being based on site means it’s
all very easy. The Silverstream Retreat have catered
for hundreds of weddings, large scale business
awards, Government dinners, cocktail parties,
intimate meetings, as well as school camps, so
regardless of your budget or dietary requirements,
Limelight Café can offer you a package to suit
every group.
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